
What Are Executive Functioning Skills?

“Executive function and self-regulation skills are the mental
processes that enable us to plan, focus attention, remember
instructions, and juggle multiple tasks successfully. Just as an air
traffic control system at a busy airport safely manages the arrivals
and departures of many aircrafts on multiple runways, the brain
needs this skill set to filter distractions, prioritize tasks, set and
achieve goals, and control impulses.”

“Executive functioning skills provide critical supports for learning
and development, and while we are not necessarily born with
these skills, we are born with the potential to develop them
through interaction and practice.”

-Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University



Facts: Executive Functioning Challenges

· Executive Function Disorder is not a formal diagnosis

· EF issues often occur with other learning differences (e.g., ADHD,

dyslexia, dysgraphia, dyscalculia, processing disorders)

· Professionals can evaluate for EF issues

· Exact causes for EF issues are unknown

· Genetics play a role in EF issues

· True EF issues are present in all areas of life

· EF issues can improve with practice



Signs of Executive Dysfunction

● Difficulty ordering or prioritizing tasks

● Issues with organizing thoughts & materials

● Trouble with multi-step instructions

● Problems switching between activities

● Giving up easily or refusing to try new things

● Overreacting to small or unexpected changes

● Insistence upon doing things a certain way

● Repeatedly bringing the wrong things

● Consistently focusing on unimportant points

● Forgetting instructions very quickly



Habits & Routines in the Home

Establishing consistent habits and routines in the home is especially important in
helping students develop executive functioning skills.

Core suggestions:
● Create a consistent flow to the week and stick to it.
● Keep written checklists of daily responsibilities around the house in strategic places.
● Maintain appropriate positive and negative reinforcement systems and be consistent in

enforcing them.
● Model productive routines and live by the same expectations you have for your kids.
● Have a healthy “digital diet” at the home for gaming and electronics.
● Recognize effort more than results or deliverables to encourage the development of a

growth mindset.
● Establish a consistent place for schoolwork outside of the bedroom

Additional suggestions:
● Have specific places for things and use labels to keep things organized.
● Expose your kids to the things you do to maintain a functioning household.
● Answer questions from your kids meaningfully and thoroughly.
● Ask your kids to repeat instructions and expectations back to you to check for

understanding.
● Reinforce that failure represents important learning moments.
● Share your own goals with your kids and verbalize the steps you are taking to

achieve them.
● Reward steps in the right direction rather than the end product or deliverable.
● Make use of visual timers and keep several around the house.
● Be your kids’ biggest and loudest cheerleaders.



Habits & Routines in the Classroom

Establishing consistent habits and routines in the classroom is especially important in
helping students develop executive functioning skills.

Core suggestions:
· Write upcoming assignments (long-term & short-term) on the board in the same place
and in the same color prior to students arriving to class.
· Verbally communicate upcoming assignments written on the board at the start of
every class.
· Give students 2-3 minutes to write down these assignments in their planners.
· Occasionally ask peers to look at a neighbor’s planner to verify upcoming
assignments were written down accurately.
· Begin class instruction every day with a warm-up exercise of some kind.
· Finish class instruction 1-2 minutes early every day to allow students to put all
materials away neatly.

Additional suggestions:
· Specify preferred divider tabs for your class explicitly.
· Be sure all papers exchanged with students have holes for easy placement in binders
whenever possible.
· Make a place for name, date, & title on all handouts. When applicable, make a place
for a due date and allow students time to write it down.
· Include a footer on handouts that lists the precise sub-section in which students
should place the handout in their binder.
· Allow students 1-2 minutes to file papers away whenever handouts, worksheets, or
assignments are distributed.
· Consider occasional binder checks for a daily grade to encourage ongoing binder
maintenance/organization.
· Keep a hole-puncher and a stapler in your room in the same place throughout the
school year.
· Keep school portals and gradebook up-to-date.



Using A Planner Effectively

Online school portals are NOT planners, but rather one resource for students to get
information for populating their own planners. Teacher announcements in class and
assignments written on the board are other resources for information.

Core suggestions:
· The best planner is the one a student will actually use!
· School planners are ideal because they include school-specific holidays.
**If your school does not provide a planner, use any academic planner.
· Students should carry their planners with them throughout the day.
· Students should write things down in their planners immediately upon learning about
assignments.
· Students should use these 6 steps when using their planners:

1. Write something next to every class every day
2. Write “none” if there is truly work in a particular class
3. Write the specific assignment rather than something categorical
4. Break longer-term assignment into more manageable entries
5. Star tasks that are due the next day
6. Cross out items as they are completed

· Students should check their planners right when they get home and dedicate 10-15
minutes to making an action plan for the day.
· Students should check their planners again before bedtime to be sure everything has
been completed.


